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Protecting Wireless Access Points
SITUPOINT provides wireless video on the scene with ultimate security
SITUPOINT gives responders greater control of situations by providing them with wireless
access while outside of a building to real-time video of events occurring inside without any
security concerns. SITUPOINT also allows individuals in critical exterior locations to instantly
alert responders when their assistance is needed.
Increases Safety Conditions
SITUPOINT allows individuals using wireless SITUCON INSTANT ALERT
buttons to immediately notify responding agencies of a situation
occurring outside of a building or if they feel the need for extra
safety while in exterior locations such as parking lots or courtyards.
Gives Responders the “Upper Hand” in Emergencies
With SITUPOINT responders on the scene can remotely control pantilt-zoom SITUCAM Privacy Protecting Cameras, allowing them to
see firsthand who is in trouble, where they are located and exactly
what is happening behind closed doors.
Provides Video Access without Building Access
Even during extreme situations such as when a building may be
inaccessible, SITUPOINT provides wireless, real-time video access to
cameras within the building from the outside, allowing responders
to see what’s going on before going in.
Provides Critical Information On The Scene
SITUPOINT provides responders on the scene the same critical
information that their dispatch center has such as a photograph of
who pressed their SITUCON INSTANT ALERT button, their phone
number and a floor plan of the area where they are located;
allowing responders to get to them ASAP.
Utilizes Wi-Fi's Compatibility and Enhances its Security
With SITUPOINT’S unique capability to be enabled only when
needed and remain “off-the-air” at all other times, the potential
for any unauthorized use is eliminated. Now, responders can gain
access to real-time video using their standard wireless devices
without the need for any other expensive specialized equipment.
Eliminates Communication Errors
SITUPOINT transmits real-time video to responders on the scene
allowing them to see what is happening first hand – eliminating
communication errors made in the transfer of information from
those on the scene through dispatchers to responders.

Key Features / Benefits
• Improves safety conditions by
allowing individuals to notify
responders using wireless Instant Alert
buttons.
• Provides a cost effective solution
that doesn't require the purchase of
additional specialized equipment.
• Provides the ultimate wireless
security through the unique capability
to enable the device only when it is
needed, thereby minimizing hacking
and other security risks.
• Provides full interoperability giving
any responding agency the capability
to visually assess the situation first
hand and better coordinate a more
effective, rapid response.
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